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SILVERBACK WARRANTY 

P E R F O R M A N C E BIC Y CL E S -

Silverback Technologies offers a warranty policy to all alloy framesets aswell as our carbon aero 
technology framesets (CAT), on both road and mountain bikes, subject to stated and listed 

conditions and guidelines. 

Silverback bikes are sold exclusively through our network of authorized dealers only: 

1. Ovaltech alloy - Limited lifetime warranty

2. Generation Frame Technology - Limited lifetime warranty

3. CAT/Carbon frames - 3 Years

4. Dual suspension frames - 3 Years (Exel Suspension Forks)

5. Paintwork and Decals - The paintwork and decals are warranted for one year.

6. Original Parts - All original parts on the bicycle are warranted for a period of one year
from the date of purchase.

7. Original parts - In the case of wear and tear parts, only three months warranty applies,
unless otherwise specified by original manufacturer.

8. Suspension forks (Front & Rear) - These shall be covered by the stated warranty of
their original manufacturers.

Conditions 

1. This warranty is against defects in materials and workmanship in the bicycle frame and is 
expressly limited to the repair or replacement of a defective Silverback frame, Silverback 
fork or defective frame parts and is the sole remedy of the warranty. In the event of a frame 
being discontinued and superseded by a new model, the warranty will furnish the owner 
with the new technology frame (front triangle and rear triangle if full suspension), any 
original components needing replacing due to lack of compatibility with the new frame will 
be supplied at cost and are not covered by the warranty.

2. This warranty applies only to the original owner and is not transferable and extends from 
the date of purchase.

3. Claims must be made through an authorized Silverback dealer and proof of purchase is 
required.

4. The warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, improper assembly or follow-up 
maintenance, installation of parts or accessories not originally intended or compatible 
with the bicycle as sold, damage or failure due to accident, misuse or neglect, or 
modification of frame, fork or components.

5. This warranty does not apply where a Silverback bicycle has been modified in any way 
from its original specifications.

6. Register warranty online - www.silverbacklab.com

7. This warranty applies only to bicycles that are assembled by an authorised dealer. Please 
note this warranty does NOT cover any bicycle that is assembled by a consumer.




